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It ain’t the Stress that Does the Damage 

The four keys to controlling your stress 

 

This presentation is based on the forthcoming book:   
“Brilliant Stress Control ” 

 

Synopsis 

How do the most effective people manage their stress?  The truth is...  
they don’t, much! 

Find out how they do manage to control their response to stress and 
thrive as a result. 

Who this Talk is designed for 

This talk is designed for anyone who wants to control their stress levels and feel better about 
getting things done in a pressured environment.   

“I felt very chilled out by the managing stress session in particular. 
(And I have tidied up my desk!)” 

Audience member: Big Lottery Fund 

Indicative content 

Stress is all the day-to-day, week-to-week problems we have to face - the angry boss, the 
aggressive driver, the rude shop assistant, the pressing deadline, the stupid helpdesk and the 
queue that never moves in the supermarket. 

We all have this, yet some people let themselves get stressed, whilst others take it all in their 
stride.  You may have little control over those external forces, which is the source of even more 
stress.  This powerful keynote will show you how to restore control. 

 Learn how you can strengthen your mind and body, to cope with the stresses in your life. 
 Learn the source of your feelings of stress and the four ways to take control. 
 Learn Mike's highly practical “use-them-everyday” techniques, and leave this talk better 

able to manage your emotional and physical response to stress. 
And just like when we manage our time to focus on the important stuff and find there is less 
urgent stuff appearing; hey presto!  Manage your response to stress and you will surely find there 
is less to feel stressed about. 

“The session did make me think of viewing things in a more positive light.” 
“… easy to assimilate, yet provocative and interesting.” 

Audience members: London Borough of Lewisham 

Options 

This is available as a 45-90 minute keynote. 


